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THE WILSON BOYS MAKE A JOYFUL NOISE

This $4 will be for our third year of membership. I can't close without saying that we hope the other members have profited as much DX-wise as we have in our two thrilling years in the glorious N.R.C.! Merry Christmas! --Bryan & Keith Wilson.

WILLIAM GUGGENHEIM III
HENRY MARBACH
LARRY COWLES

NEW MEMBERS
Hollow Road
Clinton Corners (Dutchess Co.) N.Y.
2 Overlook Road
White Plains, New York
5910 Morning Glory Lane
Pleasure Ridge Park, Kentucky

RENEWALS
George Greene
Keith Robinson Jr.
Joseph W. Brannen
Louie Rewald
Robert Base
David A. Reys
Happil & Keith Wilson

SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kc/s</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>A.M. E.S.T.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 7 C J M T 1420 Chicoutimi, Quebec 1,000 3:00 - 3:30 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 C H L O 680 St. Thomas, Ontario 1,000 3:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 C K F B 960 Campbellton, New Brunswick 1,000 3:30 - 4:00 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 C B I 1140 Sydney, Nova Scotia 7,000 4:15 - 5:15 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Jan. 10 C B A F 1300 Moncton, New Brunswick 5,000 4:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jan. 13 C F U N 1410 Vancouver, British Columbia 10,000 4:00 - 5:00 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 14 W A G M 950 Presque Isle, Maine 5,000 4:30 - 5:00 N R C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 21 W N E S 1340 Murray, Kentucky 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 C F Q X 1470 Pointe Claire, Quebec 10,000 3:30 - 4:00 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 W B U Y 1440 Lexington, North Carolina 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jan. 26 I Z D 1000 Tarangau, New Zealand 10,000 5:00 - 5:07 NZDXRL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jan. 27 C K O V 630 Kelowna, British Columbia 1,000 2:10 - 3:30 NRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 28 K F R O 1370 Longview, Texas 1,000 3:00 - 5:00 N R C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 C B A 1070 Sackville, New Brunswick 50,000 4:00 - 4:55 NRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 7 W M H I 1370 Braddock Heights, Maryland 1,000 4:00 - 5:00 N R C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sam McLaughlin sent the date/time for CFUN as Sun. Jan. 12 -- must be 1/13 if Sunday!

The four Canadian stations honoring NRC with DXes on Monday 1/7 written up on Page 2.

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL!

1963 is almost upon us, and we hope it will be a great year for you and yours in every way; not only in DX, but in all other ways as well. And, to make sure it is a Happy New Year for all our members, let us remember not to put in any item which would make anyone of us unhappy. When everyone pulls together, we get somewhere. When we don't, then chaos can set in. So, even if everything is not perfectly smooth all the time, let us at least keep it smooth in the pages of DX NEWS. Let 1963 truly be a Happy New Year, for you, for us, and for the entire National Radio Club.
This station should find themselves on a clear channel, coast to coast, and so it would seem most of us should be able to hear them on this special half hour DX show. We do not have the name of the verie-signer here, but your reports should be sent to their Chief Engineer. And we do not have any idea of the programming you will hear, but we would imagine it will be bi-lingual in French and English. We hope all hear this program, and our thanks to the management and the Chief Engineer of CJMT for their courtesy to us.

This is to be a 90-minute DXcast, and Mr. John L. Moore, President and General Manager of CHLO says they'll be most happy to present this program for us DX fans. West Coast members will have to wait till 4:00 or so when KNBR goes off, but then there will still be a half hour to go, so we hope CHLO is heard coast to coast. CHLO has always been a friendly station, and so let us now be friendly as well by sending in reception reports. A nice long program deserves a nice long reception report, you know!

And here is another old friend of the DXers. Many will recall their DX programs on their old 1230 channel with 250 watts. Now on 950 with a kilowatt, CKNB is still that same friendly station. We wish to thank their Station Manager, Mr. Douglas Young, for OKing this program, and we believe 950 is clear coast to coast at this hour for the program to reach out well. CKNB is owned by the Restigouche Broadcasting Co., Ltd. So be sure to tune for CKNB's special DX, and our thanks to Mr. Young.

This program will be partly live, and partly recorded, with frequent IDs, on CBI's new 10,000 watt transmitter. They are, of course, quite directional, so it might not be too easy. WITA in Puerto Rico will be on this channel at this time, and we believe WWVA comes on at 5:00, so better tune in before 5:00 for best results. We thank Mr. K. R. Hill, Station Manager, for this opportunity to hear his station, and we hope they are heard at great distances. This program, and we believe the others as well, by Doug Murray.

The v/s are coming in in dribs and drabs, and we would remind you that without these names, there can be no v/s list. Many of you have expressed the feeling that this list is a big help towards obtaining those elusive veries, so please take the time and trouble to send your recent v/s in, weeding out all those that have appeared in the last six or seven listings of v/s. Use a separate sheet of paper with your name on it.
December 29, 1962

MUSINGS OF THE MEMBERS

David Cved - 550 Grover Cleveland Highway - Buffalo 26, New York

I usually receive my DX NEWS on the date listed on it. The 12/15 issue was not received here until 12/17 thanks to the heavy mail. It's hard to write a Musing without the latest issue. No veries again this week - that's two weeks in a row without a Contest varie. DX: 12/10-WPDX-750 Clarksburg, W. Va, @ 4:45pm with religious programming. 12/15-KKRG-740, Tulsa @ 1:40am with pop mx; WQMN-1320 Superico, Wis. @ 1:46-1:53 with r/c. 12/15- KJLO-1350, Mason City, Ia. @ 1:07 r/c, they stopped abruptly at 1:07 - why? Oh, I forgot, are there any NNC members in Rochester, N.Y.? I'll be there 12/25-28, & would like to call & talk to any members there. 12/16 again, WYRN (Winner)-1390, Chicago @ 1:35-1:40 with female DJ & pop-jazz mx. DX totals are 222/137. Remember gang, Buffalo in '64! 73a.

Relph M. Jahnens - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York

12/15 PM, nex: f/c list in, so Pa & Ma Edge donated some more of their time to us unthankful DXers. Denver makes me think of the URDX that folded up. V/1 & CI by KZLM-1570 by Genevieve RY, S/C. V/1 WSEL, Box 240, Pteontoc, Miss. by WSEL-1440. SM said RS on 11/30 at 10am CST. A mnoe thing by KPOR-1370-TEST, Quincy, Wash. V/1 by KTPM-1390, Box 10, Minot EC, Minot, N.D. They opened in 1929; heard r/c-TEST till WERL s/on SE @ 4:56. Nice WNNM-1050 v/i for 2/26/62 & the new WHN-1050 v/s for 3/10/62, Fran Angalone, EBU, said WHN started in 1922, went WNNM in '47 & back to WHN 2/26/62 @ 6pm, radiates NE & minimum to Mexico, 24 hours with MA silent 2-4am, Stone Radio, Inc. 400 Park Ave., New York 2. Heard 12/15-1440, a Pop-test-TEST by a W---111, believe AN, had RS by KF2O to 4 after Mexican left at 3:50. 4:58, WNEJ, 5:00 WDBG s/on. 1230 gave a WX at 5:04 sounded like WJIL --iton, Ky. 740 has CEL with OC from 5-6 s/on. 12/13- WWTL-1350 ended a f/c-TEST @ 4:50am. WWNL-1580 was on, QMed who @ 2:55, a station said KOPF, two minutes to two, CST, ap-reciate phone, 40 FTL 3:45-7; KOPF operates on 1580 kc/s, with 1,000w as authorized in ???. Wo (call mostly distorted). 12/10- WUBC-1460 test to 4:03 s/off. KMKN-1530 TEST parts. mostly KXEL-KOMA QMed; others out. WQI-340 had f/c-TEST 4:34-4:41 off. (To R. Sperry: W01 Ames, Ia. is Iowa State U. & maybe your college station you hear). Had forgotten, but tuned in WNUI-870 SSB 4:49 am, then RS with NNC mention & sked with Morce Cole calls; KXY-820 AM/FM s/off in wonderful Washington @ 3am then sing "May your sleep have a Silver Lining," 12/8- Had WAIT-820 with cf/mx test QMed by HJED, Ia Hora Colmatore, musica Colombiana to 4:13 s/off. KJPI-1390 r/c to s/on by WYSL-1440 @ 5:20; KUSD-690 r/c-TEST. 12/7- WABC-960 r/c/m. 12/4- KSHA-360 TEST mm/ & HJED & unk Tter as company. 12/11, heard WSYL-1580 with Pop/M 3:34-4:13 soft to return 7am with RS. No Broadcasting Yearbook '63 received yet, but a lot of snowy stuff lately makes it for 73 & MERRY CHRISTMAS to all: Henry Marbach- 2 Overlook Road - White Plains, New York

Here is my first Musing since I have just become a member. I am also a member of the NNC & the East Nassau DX Radio Club of which I am the EBU editor. The Club is for DXers under 25 years old & if anyone would like more info on it they should write to me. My RX is a Hallicrafters S-108 & the antenna is a long wire. QSLs recently received here include WVRB WLW WVVA WSB WTC WGN & Radio Americas. Have logged 25 states, three provinces, five foreign countries. New DX recently is as follows:

Logged between 11/16 & 12/15, WABA-590 WHEL-1390 WDRC-1350 WSLV-1370 CMA-CA-730 (EE @10 pm) XEX-730 (under CMCA on 12/5 & 12/7) WGN-720 CEL-740 XONX-1120 WRRM-1150 KSL-1150 WJUD-1150 (3:20am, very good) Radio Americas-1155 WHO-1040 VOA-1040 WCCO-830 WXE-650 WWVA-1170 WPAP-820 (8:30pm, very good) WOA-1180 WHLO-660 XEWA-5400 (11pm, SS regularly with good signals) WGR-550 WWL-970 WTIP-1500, unID SS on about 1705 kc/s, with fair signals with mostly speeches between 8-11pm. Also YVQJ from 7:30-10:30pm most nights giving WTD a lot of trouble. Also I like to know if XEWA verifies & if so who is their v/s. 73 & Happy Holiday wishes to all. (Welcome to the NNC, Henry, and what do you do with your members when they hit 25 - shoot 'em? - hi -ERC)

Ronnie Duffy - 77 Livemore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Latest veries are v/1s from WWJ-1340, Jamestown, N.Y. & WEUC-1460, Buckhamnon, W.Va. New catches are: WJNJ-1580, Hamronton, N.J. heard 12/14 @ 2:10-2:30am (second Friday) & XEYC-1450 Juarez, Mexico. Last letter came in by its nice friendly NRC DXcast 12/17 @ 5:16-4:30am. Unn WJSO was caught testing easily atop WAKR-1590 12/16 @ 2:00am. That Jonesboro, Term. station boomed in! WHUH-1150, Huntington, Pa. came in well as they s/on Sim 12/15 @ 8am.

AS THEY SAY IN SPRUCE PINE, N.C. "WTOV" - We Tower Over Everyone." LET'S KEEP IT SO!
Dallas John - 337 South Stewart - Icybari, Illinois

December 22, 1962

Not much new DX. 12/6 - WJOW-910 briefly @ 5:35pm RS. 12/10- WJOW-910 @ 9:40am, also RS. 12/9- WMAZ-840 RS @ 6:05, CBS NX features, right, LDS? 12/10- If anyone heard TT on 950 it might have been WAAF because they were almost local here. KXAI-1530 TEST fine, though unob. KEX-1190 was on top of KLIF @ 1140 on the long wire! KLAX-1500 ET. WBU-1460 only needed test ear, & well. KVI-570 welcome at 3:52 over WREH. 12/13- WREH-1100 on 5:23pm/s, but not enough info as they were pounded by KWY. WDDT-900 over KHZ @ 6pm s/off. 12/14- KXAM-990 very strong @ 5:45pm s/off. KPBA-1690 @ 5:50pm RS. KUSU-1500 on top, & KADO-1410 @ 5:53, followed by KXIT on the same frequency till their 6:30 s/off. Varies: KJIM WISV KOFS XZBF KPOR KEEL WYUM WBZK KCON. I heard an unk LA on about 1565 kc/s, around 9pm on 12/11. Anyone know who it was? That night there was nothing on adjacent channels, but lately WAKR has been murderous.

I had better have my 500th verie by next report. Best wishes.

John Swenson - 3654 North Paulina - Chicago 13, Illinois

11/19- WCFR TEST @ 4:10 for state heart #44. 11/22- WISN-1150 @ s/off @ 1:23am; KTA-550 on AN @ 2:01; KIXZ-940 on f/c @ 2:16; WYXZ-1460 @ 4:01 s/on. 11/25- KEZU KIFIC WBZI WCUS KSWM WCH tests heard here; WTN-920 @ 4:59 s/on; WBEH-920 @ 5:30 s/on. 12/2- WELF-6X @ 4:37. 12/7- WFST-600 on r/c @ 12:12. 12/9- CBF-690 on RS @ 12:47. KYRO-1380 on test @ 1:31; WBBR @ 3:55. 12/10- KXAM TEST & WBU-1460 on ET @ 3:35. 12/14- KAYT-1090 on RS @ 11:59pm. Varies: KSTP WOCH KSWM WBB & WONE, v/os. WFLH WHEL CJLX KTLW WEF, & WFOF KXUL KSUM WBZI & WRLF TESTS, v/ls. Thanks to Andy Rugg's tip, I was able to procure a very nice v/1 from WOTT. To my correspondents: I am presently working six hours a day besides going to school. This has greatly reduced my space time & what little time I do have is spent in DXing. I hope to catch up on it in the near future. 73. (Could you scare up our WTNR veries, John?) -ERC)
C. H. "Stan" Stanbury II - Box 218 - Crystal Beach, Ontario

I haven't been too active on the domestic front this season & the only logging that could be considered quality in the conventional sense is the KEQJ TEST from Rapid City, S.D. I tried without success for CFGB & slept through KSHA - must be getting old. However during the Cuban crisis I did make some "historical" loggings the most important of which were the mysterious VOA XR on 1040 (Bob Duggan, where did you get your info on this one?) & VOA, Marathon. Also took the opportunity to report WCKY-1530 as well as comparatively new KAAY-1090. The first three crisis stations have all verified by QSL card with VOA-1040 listing its location as "Southern Florida." Now, assuming that Larry Godwin, some other responsible individual or group is willing to take over the publishing of DX NEWS, I believe such a change would be in the NNC's best interests while Ray has done an efficient business-like job as publisher, when the publisher will not tolerate criticism, then even the laziest & most irresponsible members must agree, at least silently, it is time the Club be put back on a democratic footing. On the other hand, knowing Ray's devotion to the NNC (I positively am NOT being sarcastic) I doubt he will EVER resign as publisher no matter how many members request it. I further doubt even 1/3 of the members take their Club responsibilities seriously enough to vote on this matter. Yes, my insurance is paid up. 73s.

Frank Williams - 5287 Elmwood Avenue - Lynwood, California

Guess I've been vagrant in my musings & DX lately, but college is about taking all my time this semester. Sixteen units of solid engineering units are not to be neglected! But here's what's new since mid-November (all AM, EST): 11/12- KFOR-1370 TEST 3:50-4; v/f back; KNBR then logged easily on 85 after call change; KFXD-550 4:29-2:40 ET-1; KJU-930 7:47-7:55 s/on through mess! 11/24- KACY-1520, 7:49-8 pm strong with SS6 until nighty power drop that brought in KOMA "Tiger Eddie"; both Florida's VOAs logged AN 11/18, & very strong since. 12/3- WOR-710 with ID 6:43am while local KJPC off for Christmas at 8:30-7am (very bad signal, thus no report out). WKJW-570, 7:06-7:14 AN through KLUB & KBAT-860 San Antonio, s/on 7:57am (apparently ex-KWSF, but I don't remember reading of call change). That's the new loggings, totals at nd at 553/348. New voices: KFOR KFXD KNBR KLIL KEIF KSOX (from 6/16/61, new CE is cleaning out files & verifying reports) KIMN finally & KPOW. Attention, Pete Taylor, etc. XEMO is easy! Send to James C. Gates, 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Room 808, Hollywood 25, r. Gates is XEMO's U.S. Sales Representative & sent me a nice long v/1 in 11/61 soon after their return to the air. Odds are he'll verify for you too. Hey Ernie, when did this letter arrive? I called it Sat evening & I want to get my timing right. (In 12/19 - NNC). It looks like Glen Kipple is actually trying for Kansas! With all the new 1490 loggings & all. (Dream on, Glen). Hold on boys, don't feel so bad about the new controversy now raging in the NNC. Look at all the lazy DXers it's bringing out of hibernation! Like me for example, & without offense to anyone I'd like to express my support for Larry Godwin & most of his standpoints. Taking sides, for me, is not easy & has not been done without forethought & consultation. Most of you, I'm afraid, have closed your minds completely to "the other side." Egad, 12/25 is nearing again; so I'll wish you a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year's Eve Beer or something like that. Have a DXingly good vacation, though, & 73.

Ken Murphy - 60 Plymouth Road - Glenbrook, Connecticut

DX now improving at this location & on 12/10 finally broke the ice & logged Oregon after four years of trying. KFX-1990 sneaking through with a weak signal. Now I'll probably hear a couple of others with little difficulty. The new WHWN-1510 is now testing daytime with CO & ID on the hour & half hour, practically a local here. In the past six days have added ten new stations, the best being XEX & KALL-510 heard with WSBA off on Bu. Recent voices: Nice imprinted Christmas card with verification inside from WERI-1230; WPWM-1390 WALI-910 WGAN-650 WRJZ-1270 WAGS-950-dx WAUX-1510 plus some of the other recent DXes. Nothing from KELR-1460 yet, though. Hoped to bring my heard log to 1500 by 1/1 but will miss it by about 10 or 15. Remember when you report to those Alaskan stations(t) there are FOUR separate time zones in Alaska - Pacific, Yukon, Alaska & Bering. Hope everyone has an excellent Holiday season. 73s.

Art Bjork Jr. - 31 Lyman Avenue - Medford 55, Massachusetts

Nice long v/1 back 12/12 from WHUJ-1370. One new logging since last musings- 12/16,KNW -1090 ET - 1:50-2:05am about even with KAAY, both too weak for reports. I've heard ETS before but didn't report. I don't count changes as separate stations either. I'll try to report them in near future as since I heard one of their null is toward m (WBAI, same thin) I think they're a good catch. Hope everyone has a very Happy Christmas & A Happy New Year. 73.
Paul Barto - 829 South Brainard Avenue - La Grange, Illinois

December 29, 1962

As long as I've got the typewriter out I guess this is a good time to report. Not too much activity. Just starting to collect veriah. Reports in from WSGC-770 WONO-1190 WGN-720 WLAC-1510 WFNA-520. Sorry I didn't try for WREX (too tired) but on big night of 12/10 logged KWAH & WBEU - am sending reports tonight. KLEO out due to local WOAP-1490 (too much slopover). CKUA looked like easy mark but out to strong. Winnipeg's 50kW-er. Heard one SID but hardly enough for report. WHAR/WXYJ out due to local AN WJOL. Still it wasn't a bad night because I noted a couple of early s/ons I can try for next time. Interesting that my table radio couldn't pull 250w. KIAM, I received it on a Zenith Royal 700 Seven transistor with no outdoor antenna, just the built-in directional job. Still say Zenith transistors are the best. (Bought it two or three years ago so model numbers changed - "Royal 700" probably no longer used as model number.) Missed WACK (hi, NAD readers) mainly because of too much WOC, Davenport IA. 5kW. & WEX Cleveland, Oh. Faint TT in background but maybe "noise" & nothing for report. Haven't been in Club long enough to form opinion about Ray Edge, future of Club, etc. but think that anybody who takes the responsibility of running this DX NEWS single-handed deserves a lot of credit. Certainly to Ray's credit is he didn't censor Larry Godwin's "hot" note of 12/8. If I did all the work of typing & printing I'd see red if asked to print a letter of criticism which I would have to type up myself in the first place. But I am worried about all this controversy. I would have joined much sooner if I had heard about the Club, & now that I have joined the first thing I see is violent discord among the members & threats of resignation, not to mention a suggestion to split the Club in two. Come on, let's quit arguing over minor questions! Thank goodness there's a DX Club for AM listeners & I for one do not plan to resign no matter what happens because there is no other organization to turn to. This sure beats lone wolf tuning because of the pooling of info. It would take years of listening to do what 300 do in a week! Meanwhile, I plan to write Ray Edge a personal note of thanks. How about it, the rest of you? Well, 73s.

Ray H. Kraul - 5423 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

This has been a relatively slow DX week with nothing really exciting to report. New stations were heard as follows: SW 12/9- KDFI-1070 ex-KIRL @ 5μs for new call; WAGL-1050 briefly on top 5:15-5:18. MM 12/10- I heard what sounded like KLER-950 ending TE @ 2:30 but I doubt if it was. Unn KRAI also testing there. KIAM TEST in OK, WBEU 1460 test in WI, the best I've heard any test. Only other new logging this week was Sat. 12/15- KCSR-61, ex-1450 on 3f/T-TT 2:05-2:15. Four v/l received: KDON WTXY & KCM after f/up & WXYJ for TEST. I hope everyone has a happy Holiday season with good health & happy DX in the year to come.

Ronald Penta - Rural Route - Kempton, Illinois

Vari are has been received from WLAW WOCO & WRVA. Since my last report on 11/10 I've heard 70 new stations. Some of these include KFI-640 & KFH-1330 @ 12:30 on 11/16. The WOA-1180 was logged on 12/4 for State #34. An SS was heard on 930 at 7-7:30 pm. The S7 came through pretty clear but I couldn't catch any IDs. Most of the SS sounded American. Can anyone help? I personally would hate to see our Executive Secretary lose his position in any way but a friendly manner. I am in favor of doing whatever needs to be done to keep the NRC the world's #1 DX Club. 73 & Merry Christmas.

Charles Ren - 36 Morgan Avenue - Leamington, Ontario

DX since last report: 12/8- WKID-1590 TT 1:15μ, under WVIA ET. 12/9- WYIO-1530 1:43 am; KCBS-740 2:19; WCAV-680 2:44μ, WDAK-540 5:20μm, KPUO-850 6:29 μs/f, 12/10- WTON-1280 1:35μ; CHAB-900 1:09μ, s/off; COKX-800 1:30 for my 600th logging; XEEO-330 1:54 μs, KGA-1510 1:03; CGCA-330 2:30 for Province #8; KOEL-950 TT 2:20; KWAH-1530 3:06; KAIM-870 4μ; WERD-1410 3:37μ; 12/11- WAXU-1580 5:02μ; WCIE-1570 5:05; WTNN-1590 5:10; 12/12- WGVW-1500 8:53μ; WNGA-1570 9:16μ; WHOO-990 4:28μ; WQTO-540 4:35μ; WNZM-940 5:08μ; WCAZ-990 5:15μ. That's it for now. 73 & Merry Christmas & Happy New Year.

Sam A. McLachlan - Box 26 - Gatineau, Quebec

Very little DX since last report; only KIOA-940 on at 2:48 SK 12/9. I have a few items of news interest, though. CFMB-1410 Montreal will probably be on the air by the time this gets into Musings. 40% of the programming will be in European languages for new Canadians, the remaining 60% will be in EE & FF. Also a new low-power relay for CEF to be located in Wedgeport, N.S. on 990. Also the Meteghan relay will change from 1490 tc 580. Don't forget fellows, the NRC has an EDGE over other clubs. Let's keep it that way. Finally I'd like to wish all NACers & their families a very happy Holiday season
December 29, 1962

D X N E W S

Mark Holbrook - 4710 Edgewood Lane #206 - Bethesda 14, Maryland

Have been doing a bit of daylight DXing on BCB for the first time in several years & a number of new ones added to the log. Also have managed to be up just about every MM for a couple of hours or so. 12/0- WRRR-840 TEST was 6:00am good. 12/4- may have had a portion of KSIA TEST on 860 as TH heard upon occasion under the Mexican. 12/8- WHPL- 610 11:24am strong; WAGE-1290 12:33pm strong; WHMC-1150 very good at 12:47pm; WVQA-1:30 good @ 1:01pm; VXVA-1550 also good @ 1:32; WBB-650 2pm fair; CHOW-1470 fair through QM 9:48pm. 12/9- WZUN-1590 7:13am fair with QM; WAG-1410 good @ 7:54am & a real surprise was the new WAGL, Lancaster, S.C. @ 11:31am with good signal through QM. CX good that day as WWHG not needed topping WBE at times as late as 10:45pm. 12/10- Up this MM & pulled in TESTs from KWWA-1530 WAGC-1450 & WXLJ-1340. Also a fine bonus that AM from KAI -870 Honolulu 3:23-4am with fairly good signal. 12/11 added HLUX-285 Bogota, Colombia @ 9:32pm. This one good most evenings. 12/14, a real surprise @ 8:30pm by logging CKXE-1460 St. Georges, Que. through QM. This one in FF & heard almost an hour. Two added on 12/15, KMAE-540 @ 6:07pm & FYI-1520 @ 8:19 real tough through WKBW. 12/13- KWSA-1330 @ 12:24pm & later that day got s/off of WSTF-1680 @ 5:05pm. MM 12/17- XINC-6x-1450 fairly good 3:19 on; WMC-1420 Ponce, P.R. s/on @ 3:32am. In clear for half hour. At 4:45, got s/on of Jamaica Broadcasting Corp. with all four AM stations heard - 550 Kingston fair till drowned out @ 5:00; 820 handeville good with little QRM prior to 5:00 & then drowned out; 700 Montego Bay under WW but heard during WWI announcements as late as 5:20am; 750 Port Maria with QRM after 5:00 from Cuban & WSB. Also the same AM WAUX-1510 noted with test at 4:15am. V/ls from KFOR-1370 WKBW-960 WRTA-340 KAM-870. V/ss from KMAE-940 & VOA-1180. Let's keep musings for DX and keep dues at $4. Stop bickering! Verie totals, all bands at 3,750 of which 1,994 in 77 countries on BCB. Season's Greetings to all.

John D. Hathaway - 4701 South films Street - Amarillo, Texas


Sorry wasn't able to make it to Brooklyn last month. Hope to see see you tii. Holiday season & perhaps we can have another one like last 12/60 when Pete Taylor was in town. No DX to speak of, just a few noted at SSS skip on the car radio from the midwest when I find time. Season's Greetings. Congrats to Tom Colthurst on logging the Farm Show on "Kix Radio"-860. Every few, send 'em a report. Eye now. I don't think CKXE-1340 is in Newfoundland at all, but rather is in Labrador, about a 1,000 mile difference. Why is that when many hear them? (CFGB is Goose Bay, Lab. but I thought Lab. part of NWT?

Ron Schatz - 8055 Crespi Boulevard - Miami Beach 31, Florida

Happy New Year to every single member! A good year & good DXing tooal! If you are reading this Musings in 1962, be sure to watch the King Orange Jamboree Parade on TV (I think that's ABC-TV again this year) on the evening of Monday, 12/31. If you don't see me in the grandstand, at least Hubert Buckner will be in camera range. Hubert is spending the holidays down here with his relatives, & I'm sure he's having a great time. Read about our activities next Musings; but in the meantime, keep your eyes on that grandstand! DX of 12/17 MM was as follows: KNBR-680, San Francisco, logging new call. XEYC-1460 con el Sr. Terrazas dedicando las canciones mexicanas para varios miembros del NRC. (Excuse me; I got carried away, hi!) It was nice of him to dedicate a romantic song to me although I wasn't exactly in the mood, hi. 4:00-4:15, KORL-650 Honolulu with NX & WX, then rr, 5-5. Finally KOLA-1290 ( coil) Omaha, after KORL. About my log: I list stations by frequency, not by date. It's much easier to look up past loggings this way. Yes, I'm a "quality" DXer (i.e., not the most, but the best), no Contests for me. VOA-1555 in Liberia is still shaking my BX with S 3-7 signals, especially around 6:30pm. They're in E at that time & the modulation is excellent. So give it a try. CKRM/WQX may be murder in the NE, but the S is usually clear at that time. So until next DX NEWS, 73s & best DX.

AS THEY SAY IN VICTORIAVILLE, Que. "CFDA" - CONCENTRATE FULLY ON DENVER in AUGUST!
Glen Kippel - 1195 South Tennyson - Denver 19, Colorado

December 23, 1962

Snark, which is ananse spelled backwards. To you-all who are interested in my loop, NRC members get a 30% discount when they get into production, OK? Ron Shhats, your 255 Haitian may be 4VCH-950 off frequency, slogan Radio Carillon & sked 6:15-8am, 3:30-9:30pm, & 9am-9pm Sundays, last I heard. Somebody mentioned 4VM-1430 now on 1475 - not 4VPE? Is it OK with everybody is WE just accept Ernie's definition of "Quality DX"? Oh, "RH says Caracol on 1520 is HJFV, Bogota. 4VU-760 is listed 1kHz. Gear here is just gathering dust; have been griping to Public Service about the HNL, but so far, no results. No DX, either. 12/17- hyge XEHY-1310 s/off 3:00; finally got ID on KDDA. Always try 1420 MM, no luck on you-know-who, WACT unusually strong, could actually make out this whole week; last week only about two syllables audible, FM, between local KHOW630 & semi-local KOR-770, nothing but HNL & KBTR-710. Looks like I'll have to become a hermit & move to a cave in the hills - as soon as I save up enough to buy about 2,000 extension cords! Don't forget the NEC Convention in Denver! You may discover the true identity of Cleatus Clanklebeard! Ernie, you better retract that slur about Denver you put in my last Musing! That's e-c-o-e, NOT what you put down! Merry Christmas, Happy New Gear, & '63. (Sorry, Glen - slip o' the finger!-ERC)

Pete Taylor - 1905 Santiago Street - San Francisco 16, California

CX have been generally good here. I have reported 21 stations cine 10/5. On 11/28, no WFAU-dx, KEZU unm, KIFG nowhere under 2NO, no WZII due to KKO/KPOI, no WCBS due to strong Jap on 1440, no KSEW-940 but KIOA TT & ID heard instead, & just plain no WVOH or WJDR. However, Radio Moscow Far East Service logged 4:30-5:02, XA location unk. On 12/3 KLYQ-980 f/c 3:30-3:45, direct from f/c list; no WRYM audible; ZCO-1020 logged 3:45-4:27 with no KGBS for some reason. On 12/4, Bart Cronin's KSHA in easily for log & KRY-1530 on ETM. On 12/8, unusual day reception as KAGO-1150 & KGAY-1430 moonlight logging, the latter with KALI under/under. On 12/10, WBUS-1480 in fine on it; TEST: ZCO-1530 impossible due to rather formidable QRM; KFRB, which is on till 4:00 PM, no KLEO, just Japanese; KGUI-580 fair with CKY QRM & no WHAR/WXYJ. WBSJ-1550 : with nice signal at about 4:30-5:10 for report & JOQL/JOFR-1400 reported 4:45-5 followed by KSEN-1400 f/c @ 5. On 12/17, no XEYC-1460, at least as far as a report is concerned. KDON with GO & also noted some other station with jazz 3:15 and on, & couldn't squeeze anything other than "Clube Nacional de Radio" from time to time. JOKD-1370 in nicely 5:20 for report back on 12/17. 4VE-1035 logged 10:30-10:50pm 12/16 & WELY-1500-1st s/ & into first show 12/17 5-5:10 or so. Varieties in have been KELR KALF KYKJ KFOR KNDI KLYQ 220 (two weeks) WBSJ (one week) KSEW KGAY KGA. I will be as pleased with a WBUS verie as with some of the others I am getting. Have the HC-10 working & the CB-22A tuned up so am ready! VOA-1040/1180 strongest here about 9:00. Just received tarp from Bengt Erickson, so I guess I'll be able to say that I heard some European stations this season, hi! 73s.

Raleigh Biss - 494 Marcus Road - Palm Springs, California

CX seem to be better so I have a bit more to report this time. "WBUS-1460 DX on 12/10 came through very well, also XEYC-1460 12/17 & their DX was excellent & both these DXes through our local KPAL on 1450 without any spillover. KPDF heard with Gallerman at the mike on the DX pretty well on 1340. A couple of recent veries, XEUA-1470 gives address as Box 1409, San Diego, Cal. "KRY-840 in verying TEST added a note "I'm pleased to tell you that your report is the furthest away of any received." Three s/o: noted at 3:50 this AM that might be of help to someone: KKH-1550 KREO-1470 KLEO-1490.

Larry Schwartz - 4319 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 16, California

The Noise is back & is on every evening & AN now. I will have to resort to my last alternative, that being to pack up & get out of this location! If it's on 1400. I'll take the Zonith & go to El Cajon or Alpine (about 15 miles E of S.D.) & DX there! I had a sprees of noise-free DX last week which netted me a few nice ones: 12/15- WTHB-1560 s/on 5:55 with SSE unm; KEAM-1270 ET with Skw. from 5-6am; WSI2-1380 NS - 3:33 & an unk Colombian s/on at 6 on 1560. Mentioned Caracula & Canto Claro & the Netword Caracol. Any idea who? 12/16- Surprise KFLY through KROJ-1340 until the former's 5:30 s/off; WNYC-940 at last, but not enough. 12/17- XEYC-1460 DX heard real well under KEHO's OC. Very nice program! Tried for KPDF DX but only a weak TT behind KAA/KORK. 940 had "Case Blanca" EQN AN for something - noted KEPFM AN also. Then about my best DX ever in WHIA-1070 P.R. s/on 4:30 with SSE & SS. KAFY-550 must be off regularly MM as WHMI caught 4:40-4:50 when WSRV s/on. At 5:05 WGR came in which certainly pleased me. Not a verie all week despite 26 good reports ou recently. Last year I got 16 veries in the week before Christmas! A Merry Christmas to all & a Happy New Year too!
Christmas season is sure adding a lot of nice catches to my log with school out. I have AN to DX. Willis Lewis came to visit me the weekend of 12/15 so we had quite a time recalling acquaintances at Indy. DX not bad, but static still comes at times. 12/15, Sat., 3-10:30pm, PJ6E "Radio Victoria" logged in clear with good signal, report sent with hour log. 12/16, SW-VTVN-1500 Tryon, N.C. S-9 with ET @ 1:27 ID; KVKY-1150 Iowa r/c @ 1:40, KEWI-1440 Topska, Kan. ID @ 2:18, WNWMP-1590 Evansville, Ind. ET ID 2:36 (This station was heard for first time at Indiana,olis - remember, Ernie?) Best catch of morning was WVUHDEK-OV, but only two or three infinite items logged. ZTB1-950 testing @ 4. PM DX brought in a great catch in the form of CQST-1510 Ont. c/off 4:45 under WDAC. Loop just barely got it. 12/17-MK- First catch was KTB-770 with ID @ 1:30 S-3-4 & just readable at times. KWLA-1530, many, La. f/c 1:15-1:31, maybe r/c, sent a report & asked. WDAK-1410 r/c 1:21, WBNO, Lynch. ET 1:44 ID, KLKF-1370 Rutte, Mont. QTHed by SS but at one time they peaked to an S-8. Who is SST KZUN-1190 s/off 2:10, KYIO-1410 f/c 2:00, KSTN-1420 ID 2:17, XEYQ-1450 DX logged @ 4:01, WSIP-1490 r/c @ 4:28, WBEJ-1550 s/off 4:30, WZAS-900 r/c 5:05, WPPC-940 KS 5:15, WVTR-1470 at 10:45pm under WHEG. 12/18- WABH-1150 r/c 12:25, WDMG-960 r/c 3:30 (was one of most wanted stations). It was followed by an ET from KVHS Lake City 3:30-3:40 over XMO. WCIA-1230 r/c 4:05-4:20, WRJ-720 s/off 4:45 over Cuban. 12/20- WQJS/KFRU-1400 ANs & both new additions, report also sent to ZTB1. Twenty-nine new stations in four days & 13 reports sent out. Best of luck to all in the New Year. 73.


It's been a long time since I've sent in a report to DX NEWS. The reason is that DXing has been next to nil. I'm now a theological student at the Wesley Theological Seminary of the Methodist Church. Studying takes a lot of time that could be devoted to DXing. However, I did get up a couple of mornings & logged the following: WUBU-1400, Buckhannon, W.Va on with an ET on 12/10 from 3:30-4:03. Also on 12/10 WXYJ-1340, Jamestown, N.Y. was heard 4:00-4:26 with WGNI QRM. WGNI-1340, Wilmington, N.C. was a new station too. 12/13- WUPO-1080, Buffalo with a test from 12:10-12:40am. The stations which I have confirmed while in Washington are WANN-1190 Amisholis, Id.; WOL-1450 Washington 6, D.D., WAVA-780, Arlington Va.; WFC-980, Washington 15; WFDN-230, Frederick, Md.; WBCU-1460, Buckhannon, W. Va. & WXYJ-1349, Jamestown, N.Y. I shall be going back to Indiana 12/20 for the Christmas holidays, & I hope I can get in a couple "good" logs. I believe the VOA station on 1040 is located at Dry Tortugas, Fla. Is this correct? I read it in the "Washington Post." The address is probably 330 Independence Avenue SW, Washington 25, D.C. Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year. 73s.

Ralph R. Hartman - 127 South Columbia - Naperville, Illinois

12/13- KLTR-1580 ET/M 2:11-3 asking for phone calls so I called up & talked over the air for a few minutes. The engineer told me he had problems with the XR arcing across the feedline. Offered to pay for my call which I accepted & promised to verify. Dick Cooper also called in. Bratislava-1097 about 6:45pm appearing as a hit with bursts of synphonic mox. 12/14- WBAA-920 ET/TT 2:15-2:29. KKJK-950 5:33-6:58, WKNX 22. 12/15: WKIX-850 ET, TT/M 2:07-2:20. KAKK-970 @ 3:22 ID. WERT-1220 4:55pm ID. WBSL-1520 5:05 om ID. 12/17- WENO-1520 ET/M occasionally topping KOMA 1:31-1:43. TGKU-1020 @ 2:35 s/off the Late Late Show in the in-channel with a fine signal. KKHJ-1550 @ 3:30 s/off. KEVU-1590 easily topping WAKE @ 3:29. KGUS-1300 @ 3:33 ID. 12/18- My pride & joy, WKLE-1370 TEST in very well 1:04-1:30 with lots of IDs & nice organ mx through powerline WSPD. WNES-1570 f/c-M 3:05-3:15 through the Mexican Monster. WSKT-1430 f/c-M 3:45-4:10 on a clear channel except for WCLS! 4am s/off. Also noted the Mexican Monster topping 1570 in SS @ 6:11pm. Believe they s/o 5pm. KGUS-1530 = 6:32pm s/off. Vf, WEAT-1330 DX. They mentioned another one on 12/23 4-5 so that should make Yo Editor quite happy. Hope everyone had a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year to all. 73s.

Carles Reh - 36 Morgan Avenue - Lemington, Ontario

DX has been very poor this past week with only 15 new stations heard & here they are: 12/14- WXEY-970 6:17pm. 12/15- HJBL-840 12:28am; WNB-1430 1:02am; KGLO-1300 TT 1:05; KUPO-930 TT 2:05am. 12/17- WGOJ-1420 12:01am s/off just after WHH s/off; CGJU-1280 12:30am; WTHI-1560 12:55am; KDON-1460 2:10; WACO-1460 2:02; KWOY-1410 TT 2:03 for State #44; WHLI-1150 2:33; WHIM-1300 3:29; XEYQ-1460 3:38. 12/19- WCN-900 5pm s/off under WEFO s/off. Vacation starts on 12/22 & I plan to spend a good deal of time at the aials. Until next week best DX & 73s.

AS THEY SAY IN ATHENS, OHIO, "WATH," "WE ALWAYS TRY HARD." Your help will help! Help!
George Greene - 1537 Sunset Avenue - Akron 19, Ohio

Lots of new DX to report this time. New stations are: 12/3 - WREU-500, KNOM-1540 WINR-600. 12/10- WHJG-740 WPKO-1350. 12/15- WANT-1390. 12/19- VOA-1180/1040. No veries received. New reports sent to both new VOAs. On 10/19 also I heard a station on about 530 kc/s. playing Christmas carols. Since there's no stations below 540 in any of my logs, I wonder if anyone knows what station this might be? The time was 5:30-5:30 EST. VOA-1180 came in very clearly with only occasional slight interference from UHAN. VOA-1040 was the only station on that frequency but there was a considerable HNL there. 12/19, had very good S/N CX & the N.Y.C. Boston & Western clears didn't come in at all. Only stations in Chicago, the SW & NE were received. I heard WNJE-1050 like a semi-local until 6:00 when they dropped completely out at their power change. I also heard WLCY-1360 for the first time since last March. KNOM was first heard on 12/3 & since then has become a SSS regular. Other SSS regulars for the past month are WNOV-690 WKJH-1130 WNJE-1050, allum. 73.

Chris Manthey - 21307 Maplewood Avenue - Cleveland 16, Ohio

Here's another contribution for Tom's scrapbook, hi. 12/13- WOLP-280, 4:55am RS. WITN-930, s/on with Dixie at 5:01, WHBO-1320, 5:43 SSB s/on, WPBU-1440, 5:46am RS. 12/17- The best of the morning came first, namely XRLO-830, 2:31am RS. They were in hi-fi & about S-6. XEPO-940, 3:03am AN, simulcast with XEPA-550. WYVNS-1380, Ss RS 3:30am in New York. Did WBNX change calls? I was absent-mindedly listening on the wrong frequency for XEMC so I missed them. 12/21 - WOIT-580, 5:13am RS, WBNL-910, 5:25 RS, WTND-920 5:27 RS, WATH-970 5:30 RS, unID TT-1010 5:30-5:45, didn't notice CBRE on; XKKO-560 5:45; OMHQ-640 5:37 RS with OMW net programming, & what I assume is CHAI-670 6:20am with Radio Progress net programming. I don't really know which of the two on that frequency it was but I've settled on OMHQ because Santa Clara is closer than Holguin. That brings my totals to 343/71, or 344/71 if WNJS is not ex-CHAI since I don't count call changes. I made a mistake in my last musing. Saginaw should have been Grand Rapids. I can't count it anyway since it has turned out to be a "CAR image. Is Bruce Lyeth of Hampton, Va. still a member? Why not make a New Year's resolution to send in a lasing at least once a month? I hope you all had a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year. Here is some network news. CKLW-900 has KBS Fulton Lewis Jr. at 7pm weekdays. WVMA-1170 changed from CBS to ABC on 10/19 I think, & WERE-1350 has CBS NX at times. By the way, if you hear anything resembling XETRA on 1300 it's WERE. They have two hour-long newcasts a day and extended newcasts the rest of the time because of the newspaper strike here. Ours is 22 days old. We beat New York, hi. Until next time, goodbye from Rocky River, the Garden Spot of the South Shore or West Shore, as we say locally. (Just listened to 6pm s/off, Chris - still WBNX! -RBC)

Kenneth Lyon - 8083 Tonawanda Creek Road - Lockport, New York, R.F.D. 5

Just a word from Ben Casey - I operated on my DX & gave it an overhaul. Now it purrs like a kitten. James, your WINR is WYNR Chicago - was WGES. Dave, I didn't hear "March over the River Kwai" on HIJO & I haven't received a verie yet, either. Almost everyone has received this one. They must be swamped with reports. DX goes like this 12/16- WBOY-550 came in well 1:37-1:52am, WMME-1460 from 2:15-2:20am, excellent signal seemed like a local. It was the first time I have heard them. Took in a little day DX & came up with two new ones, WOVA-1240 came through rather weak 12:00-12:15pm but I got enough for a report. I wanted them badly as I am trying for 100% New York. Also got WJBK-1390 with Christmas mix from 12:17-12:28pm, for another New Yorker, 12/18- WHJB-620 from 5:15-5:27, WATC-550 5:55-6:00pm. 12/19- Found WTVV-1360 in from 4:40-4:45pm. s/off, WIEU-1460 from 5:30-5:42pm was rather weak, but I copied a good log. I have heard every EC state except Delaware & I just can't seem to pull her in. I don't know what I'm going to do. When I do get it, the whole world is going to hear about it. Would anyone who's received WUSJ-1340 please send me signal data on it? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks to Bill & Allan for their answers. New veries are CKR-540, a long-sought one, WSNL-910 a nice letter, & WDOR-910 a letter written by the CT Lyle Henry, who says he is a ham, KDKEW. Well, that about does it. I have 17 points for the Contest. This is Casey & Zorba saying 73 & DX.

J. W. Brauer - R. D. 1 - Box 61 - Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania

With fewer CPO specials available DX has slowed down here. The morning of 12/14 found the new WFBO, Bryan, O. holding its own with WKQV on 1520 with BT. They were on again 12/17 to 2am, saying RS soon but no date given. Also WJLQ finally heard on r/c 2:20-2:30 on 1360, used TT & WAFF-810 at long last for a few words at 7:15am s/on (P11
December 27, 1962

(Dave Brauner) % WGY/KCMO. 12/17- WDIC-1430 r/c @ 1:31 using TT. KPDW didn't make it here & KEXC unn, fair at times, & reported, no veri last time. WQXL-1470 amid jam at 5:50am, apparently signing on. 12/13, added WOCA-1310 s/off at 5:29gm, WBER doing likewise at same time but unn. No sign of wanted WKE or WBRK. WXXX left air at 6pm for another new one, also 1310. 12/19-SSS session brought W3IM on top of 1270 from 5:50-6pm s/off. Then heard WW in apparently a call change, unn here, WTAL Tallahassee Fla. 1370, sounded like WTW here, maybe they traded with WTEM-1450, WMT/W56M style. Get a kick out of this "Quality-Quantity" question. After all, what we get depends largely on what we use & how well we use it, plus last but not least, location. The DXer on the Coast has a big jump on the one in a central location in these days of S-9 plus ANs on pretty near every channel. I get my biggest DX kick out of parking on a channel not used locally at SSS & noting who comes fading in & out as they sign off for the night. On a good night can usually follow the sunset pattern as far W as Texas, & speaking their language I can KNOW who I'm hearing. Yeh, Ernie, I get lots of your kind of "quality" signals too, hi. 73.

Dave Holden - 7526 South Colfax Avenue - Chicago 49, Illinois

Going to college, playing football & then working 30 hours a week after the season was over killed most of my DX activity until now. However, I have been very active lately, especially on the past three-4 ANs. 12/1-1:17, W1NA-1420 ending ET; 1:35 KXCL-1720 Butte, Mont. State #45; 1:58, KOTA-1380 s/off; 2:11 KXYL-920 Spokane, State #45; 3:02 KSWM-1550 TEST. 12/17- 12:58am, W9RC-1360, mx ID caught through WSAW/WBBY s/o: 1:34 XEMO-860 RS; 1:35 WDIC-1430 r/c; 1:51 new WENB-150 testing; 2:07 KWOY-1410 r/c; 3:40 CKGM-980 RS, 4:00, WARA Aguadilla, P. A. s/r; 4:40 WRSS-1550; 4:52 WPBC-1270 rs 4:00 RS CBA-1070, s/o just completed. 5:26, WAYS-310 s/o 12/18- 1:10, Unn WKEW-1310 TEST under WSPR. 2:20, WSJH-1460 r/c; 2:40 WPEP-1570, ending PoP; 2:44 KSSS-740 RS; 3:02 WDMG-860 r/c; 3:07 WNES-1360 ET; 3:33 XEAK-960 r/c; 5:01 KTVW-920 RS. PM, 11:35-11:40, VOA-1040 over WHO. 12/19- 12:19am, KTRA-740 RS; 2:02 KBOG-1270 r/c; 2:23 KGO-910 RS; 2:40-2:58 W9BD-820, Calif., Colombia; 4:33 ZPF-960 St. George, Bermuda good signals & new country; 4:44 WFDF-910 s/o; 5:05 WUNN-1150 RS; 5:33 WYKL-960 s/o. CBA WYK EXK WDFW were long wanted calls. CBN ZNS CKEX remain on my "most wanted" list but CJNR-730 Clind River, Ont. is THE station. I would appreciate any help on CJNR & stations in Alberta, Saskatchewan & British Columbia. Now that I have two weeks off I may get the chance to hit the L4000 mark as I need only 14 more calls. Hope to send some reports out this week as verified total has been unchanged for months. 73 till next.

David Tusman - 116 Mount Vernon Street - Middletown, Connecticut

Thought I'd get my report out early as Christmas seems to be slowing up all the mail, especially DX NEWS! CX have been quite good here lately & I'm looking forward to a very successful Christmas vacation DX-wise. I hope to reach 500 heard by the end of 1962 & that should be easy as I now have 462 & each AN session adds about 14. I was a bit worried for a while as my RX was developing a steady hum but a good whack with the fist seems to have remedied that, hi! Since last report these new ones: 12/10- CKWM-710 heard in FF under "OR with ID @ 6:31. 12/13, found excellent CX = SSS & got WADE-1210 5gm, KEOA-830 with rr under WMYC @ 5:20, & WMC's "Carnival of Mix" on top @ 5:37 on 790. Also a mystery rr station on 540 @ 4:45, call sounded like KLOE, listed on 730 in my log. They had "Sports at '45" & were gone by 6pm under WDAK. Any ideas? (KNOE sounds like a good guess - ESC) Anyway that sort if inspired me to log out these 540 stations the next two days: 12/14- WMYC @ 5:18 s/off & 12/15 WARC playing cov mx @ 4:40 W9GO @ 5:40 s/off after detailed farming mix on Fla. crisis. WENM-280 from one of my old home towns was coming in strong most of afternoon & the new WHRM-1550 was logged & reported @ 4:05-4:18 in strong over WCKY till fadeout. What's happened to WTMX-1560? Heard them late last spring on "Tempo FM Show" but now I hear only WQVA. (WQVA is on 1490, Dave -ESC) 12/16, I went AN, these raw ones to snow for it: CKGB-880 NX @ 1am quite strong, heard again after s/on around 5am. Later trying for KEWB which for sentimental reasons is my most wanted station, but found KALL instead, ID in clear @ 4. XEN on about 593-5 in with cm1x followed by ID @ 1:45. KNX-1070 surprise catch 2:00. I had just tuned over briefly from 1080 where I was digging out WKLO (under WRLD with rr) & was just in time for their ID! Finally after much frustration I was able to get my first TA on 935, morocco @ 2:18 with short selections of Arabic mx & announcer in Arabic. Added Colo. with KINN-960 SID @ 2:52, WSSB-1490 @ 4:42, WFUN-790 4:54; WTEM-1320 RS 5:05 & WEMW-3380 complete ID @ 5:45. R. Guadeloupe 5:15 s/off with WFA & female announcer on 540 for Country #2 & HJ3T-720 @ 5:30 with NX for two new LAs. WLBZ-620 5:30pm & WARN-1330 6:10pm added. Verifies: WWRL CFNB WBOQ WSM WHOF, Points 17/12.73s
David Burns - Box 57 - North Eastham, Massachusetts

December 29, 1962

Hope everybody has a very Merry Christmas & Happy New Year. Not too much DX to report but here goes anyway. 12/14- Terre Basse, Guadeloupe @ 5:30pm in FF. Heard at times before but never enough for a report. 12/17- Tried DXing by tape for the first time & messed things up pretty bad. Just about everything heard was distorted beyond readability, but there were a few exceptions. WENO-1520 heard on ET 12:14-13:35 with mx & ID as Radio Bryan, location is Bryan, O. Nancy-I-336 playing "The Locomotion" in FF, taped. Alger-890 at 1:15 in Arabic. Krakow, Poland-1502 from 1:30-2 in Polish & concert mx. Country #34. Radio Nederlands-765 in Dutch @ 2:35-2:30, country #55 (both Krakow & Nederlands were taped.) WTIB-1550 ET/M = 2:21, BGC-1214 with concert mx & ID @ 2:30, KORN-650 as early as 2:35, BGC-647 with FF lessons at 2:55, KALM-870 @ 3. Someone on 890 @ 3:30 mentioning 50kw. & followed by an unID language - who? Another with someone else behind them, mystery heard on 800 around 4am (details in Pete's section. Maybe KTVY but I think they're off at this time, so who? Mx still on 890 @ 13, then fadeout. And still another mystery heard but this time on 640 with repeated announcements, but not in EE, sounded somewhat like a test transmission. That's about it from here as far as DXing goes except to mention a v/l from Robert Lyon at KAIM. I hope everyone has the best of health & DX in '63. 73.

Stan Morris - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

12/13-British accent under WGOO all AM - few announcements & seemed to be giving names & numbers - a good log - wonder if St. Lucia? WKIS AM for cold WX. KTI stopped me at 3:55 i/th of all things a talk about Redex & a plug for a fellow in Brandon, Man. who has copies from Feb. '32 to Feb. '41. 12/17- WENO-1520 Bryan, 0. ET easy over KOMA 1257. WDC-1430 Clinchco, Va. 1:27 for second try. WHFB-1533 Bogota AM for report. WAUX-1510 C/T 2:08, SS 1515-7 off 2:30am, no luck on ID. XTCJ, Chih. DX fair, some fades. Jamaica s/on 730 @ 4:45 in clear. Veriey, WOA-8WX v/l after two f/ups. Finally a card from TIRICA "Radio Internacional"-825, after 345 days more like a Christmas Card than a verie but signed sealed & delivered for C.B.99. Veriey, WBUC. Joe Fela Jr. - 102 Hawthorne Avenue - Newark 12, New Jersey

Veriey are v/l's from CHEC-800-8X, WYNG-1030 WWCH-1520 WBUC-1400 TEST & WXYJ-1340 DX. A second v/q was also received from KCPX-1320. I reported them on 4/15 & got a verie back on 4/27. Now I get this one saying I heard them on 4/25! Only 55-60% of my reports are getting verified this year as compared to 80% or more last season. What is going on anyway? Totals are now 808/321. DX: 12/17-MM- Too tired to stay up & only got new WDMN-1520 Bryan, 0. end an ET @ 1:55am. Didn't stay around for KXYC-1460 or KPDN-1340, both probably couldn't be heard anyway. 12/18-12/22am WSLJ-1430 r/c-TT easily atop local WHOM with loop; 1:07 WKLE-1370 TEST easy after WGOA s/off; 1:50 WCAR-1130 with "NEWS" off but what's that intense jamming noise on there? 2:00, WGRB-1570 ID on r/c way behind OC/OKLM/XERF. 2:10, WMSJ-1450 r/c-M. At 3:40pm we found new WHER-1510 testing with OC & an ID on the half hour. 12/19- WHER-1510 testing again saying they were taking field strength measurements, OC only. With "WRF" coming in here, I wonder where WHAR-1510 will irradiate their signal, if & when they every get under way. They've had a CP since 12/23/58! 12/30- WHE-1410 s/on 4:58am & 5:12 EWSN-610 under VIP; 5:30 WJAC-1400 s/on; 5:31 s/off of a Florida station on 1240, think WFOY. 12/22- 1:12am s/off WJAC-1400, 1:30 to 1:43 (end) TT on 1390, no ID's. Can this be the KCLW-1390 r/c? 2:00 s/off CKJL-900. Program before s/off was in EE, s/off in FF. 3:00 WSRN-1590 atop WAKR. WHN/WINS noted in strong on 970, WOR/new great on 1550 & WNNM topping 1450 & wonder what frequency will be ruined next by images? Thanks for your card Hank, I'll try again. For now, 73s.

Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1416 Pasadena Avenue - Omaha 7, Nebraska

Happy New Year! It's Denver this year! 12/16- JBC-750 Point Galina, Jamaica heard in clear wth: s/off @ 1:05. KWYB-1150 Des Moines r/c 1:30-1:45. 12/17, both DXes missed because of sleep. Heard both were interesting, too. Woke up at 8 for RS KH0Q-920 Har rison, Ark. @ 8:15. Missed another special, this time WKLE-1370 due to Union meeting after work. When I got home WMDG-850 Douglas, Ga. heard on r/c-M @ 3:17 followed by an ET from KFXO-360 Salt Lake City 3:23-3:35 & on, with Christmas mx. 12/19- WPAP-1570 Fernandina Beach Fla. f/c 2:15-2:30 TT. Very hard copy under our friend, X KE. 12/21- Report to VIP-610 RS 2:15. F/up to KNOE-540 who sent all a v/l except me, why? Hi. The past two days brought 4" of snow for the season. Read good for DX. I will add now anyone wanting a report survey from WGOO-890 send me a stamped self-addressed envelope Contest as of 12/20: Stone 161/25 John 152/23 Karcherski 50/13 Wheeler 63/12 Hoog 113/22 Abelestein 62/20, Lee 0/7, Wesolowski 149/2. 73s.
December 29, 1962

Ken Washburne - 50 Canoe Brook Road - Short Hills, New Jersey

Obviously there is always going to be some strife in a club without a strict doctrine. However it can be kept to a minimum. Pop Edge as everyone knows & has said has published the DX NEWS valiantly for quite a while with little or no objection of length or quality during that time. The change in secretaryship should be made in accord with those concerned - in other words, at their convenience, not when the whole Club wants the change. I would be willing to up the dues 50¢ re 11/24 comment by Ray. To some DX.

12/10- KEMM-1350 was about S-7 or so for good log & report. All others in in varying degrees, WHAR S-5, WBU C S-7, WXYJ S-4, but where was KLEO-1430 may I ask? Was it even on? CKUA-580 was thought to be heard but with later IDs it turned out to be KCIY. 12/17 No KD PN-1340 but got K XV YC-1460 booming in all over the place. Pulled in KORL-650 for a really great log & sent out report. KARK-920 not good enough to copy. KEWN-1340 strong. CHSU-1150 clear ID @ 3:30 EST with what seemed to be Radio Paducah behind it, possibly KEJF? KSAI-1320 "Radio A.I." What is SS on 1570 likely around 4am? ZRN-1235 in strong knocking out 1320. WBAX picked up on 1240. WYR-1270 s/on 4:02 with WWSG under & WRRK-1270 walked in. 12/16- WBAM-740 & WHMA-1390 at 5:00. 12/19, around 9:00pm, WBAT-850, CMX-920, the VOA-1040 taking over that frequency. WAVY-1350 S-5 & what is phonetically "Radio Coeosa" on 1225 at about 10 pm 12/19? To answer your question Dave, I haven't heard "March ove" the River Quai." as HJAD's theme. Recent varies: KBBU WSDO "WHI KMAI KELL WCAM; the latter being "The New WQAM." N.J. in 1964! And Dave Burns, kindly send me Jeff's "DX Horizons." Now, to all, a Happy Christmas & to all, good DX & 73.


Big news from this teen is the addition of a new RX - the National NC-105. Here's hoping it'll pull in many of the stations I've been listening for in the past, but couldn't get. Final DXing with many of the DXers really paid off: 1c/8, logged KFI-540 (Finally!) @ 1:03-1:35am EST. Special thanks to Dave Tusman for his card which helped me to log it. Other efforts since last report yielded these results: 11/27- WHTG-1410 @ 8:30am, also at that time WCOJ-1420 & WSAN-1470 both with good signals. At 11pm I caught WYRT-1250, "WDR-1260, YORK-1350. 11/28- "TTC s/off @ 5:15pm with excellent clarity on WTVI. 12/9 at noon: KDKA-1020 with weak signal; WAVA-1170 unusually strong all day. 2pm, WJDL-1160 in with good signal; 3:00 WIBC-1070 with weak, fading signal; 3:15 WET-1110 with excellent reception. DXing really starting to improve here. KSL-1160 heard at 7pm on 12/9. That's the earliest I've ever heard them! A most unusual & interesting thing happened on 12/9 @ 7:54pm. Over WAVA-1170 came this announcement: "This is WABC, New York." This occurred a minute before the ABC network NX. The local announcer tried to cover it with a local spot, but from the tone of his voice I would guess he was as surprised as I was to hear the goof! 12/9 @ midnight, KFI-640 in again with Monitor, @ 1:15am KNX-1070 was logged with promo for "The Big NX" on KNXT for my second WC in a week. 12/16 @ midnight caught the new WNBG-1520 11th ET (power announced as 250w.) Recent varies include KFI-640 WISO-600 KNX-1070 WHEB-1240 (soon to go to law) & WFMX-150. Final note: Anyone who has an NC-105 & is willing to drop me a line, I'd appreciate hearing about its performance. Also it wouldn't be fitting to close out the old year without thanking so many people - such as Bob Coomler & the SCALD group, Mary Robbins & the Denver boys, & of course Ernie Cooper, as well as many others, who have helped to make the past DX year a most pleasant one. A Very Happy New Year to all! 73 from Long Island.

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 25, New York

V/ WABQ-1540, & v/1s, WBU C-1460 CHIQ-1230 WXJ-13 & v/f WSDO-1560. DX: 12/21- Trying to be greedy, got zero as I tried for both WBOA-1550 & WBCI-740 @ 12-12:15 f/cs. It taught me the truth of the old adage, "A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." 12/22- Someone with Christmas nx, then TT under WCYK-1530 12:41-1:11am, unID. "Radio Aeropuerto"-910 s/off 2:33 over all. Radio Santa Fe-1070 ontop, 3:13-3:29, then WPLI took over. 12/23- Another Radio Aeropuerto on 640, s/off @ 3:18am. WELF-1330 repeat DX in nicely & I talked over the air @ 4:35 via beeper. What sounded like Radio señales on 665, who? WPAG-740 ET, 3:37, unm. 12/24- Aeropuerto-910 again s/off 2:32, must be regular. UNIDed SSes on 1046 & 1015 AM, think 1046 was Panama, but good log on 'em if somebody knows who they are, hi. WUC-1420 HS 4:00-4:28 s/on of WGA2, & surprise in WISA-1390 over WYR over special early-MN show, asking in E S S for reports & promising varies to all. This is everything through Monday 12/24, deadline Tuesday being of course a no-mail day. A Happy New Year to all! Remember, keep right; don't fig.
Send all "TIPS" to Ev. Johnson-50th-16th St. Meretka, Ill.- In "EVS-T." Freq. CALL. "REMARKS." "HAPPY NEW YEAR"

680 KBAT San Antonio. Tex. Correct call for KENV-Per Veri-Morin
680 KCA Denver Col. S/On 0700 D. Morin-Ill. (R. Johannes)
680 KSHA Medford, Ore. Jan. R/S is S/On 1045 off at 8 P.M.
910 KBIH Roswell, N.M. had test 1226 2000-2230-Ev.
920 KXLY Spokane Wash. S/Off MM at 0300 D. Morin-Ill.
1120 WJJD Chicago Ill. S/On 0500 D. Morin-Ill.
1210 WJFR Louisville, Ky. may have Special Prog. New Years Eve-

Reports go to C. E. Helvin C. Scarfsdale, Speed Bldg. Louisville Ky. (ExW)
1210 WAKO Aurora, 111 S/On 0800 S/Off 0537 Ev. (L. Cowles-Ky.
1310 WJDO Chattanooga, Tenn. S/On SUN. 0630-Ev.
1310 WJLE Utica, N. Y. had TT test 1224 at 415-Ev.
1320 KCPE Salt Lake City, Utah on A.N. MM 1224 Good HR Ev.
1440 KENO Las Vegas, Nv. S/On SUN 0600 Ev. 0703 Off SUN at 0303-Johannes
1400 KBNB Hobbs, N. M. had F/CT 4th S/On 2215 listed as 4th SUN-Ev.
1520 WKBW Buffalo, N. Y. S/On SUN at 0500 Ev.
1540 XCEX Waterloo, La. S/On SUN at 0730 Ev.
1570 WFEZ Central City, Ky. had F/C M 1218 305-315 Hartman-Ill
1600 WBLY Springfield, 0. S/On 0500 Ev.


580 WCBS Charleston, W. Va. S/On wk-days 0430 (Musco-Conn)/990Kc.
730 CKLG N Vancouver B C S/Off 0307 (Colthurst-Ca.)
740 KMAG Tulsa, Ola S/On at 0600 S/Off at 0200 (Ev-Ill)
960 WRFC Athens Ga. sign on at 0500 wk-days (Musco)
1000 KTOX Oklahoma City, Okla. Off A. N. Silent period unknown (Ev)
1330 WBZT Danville Va. S/On daily at 0500 (Musco)
1360 WBGB Baltimore Md. S/On daily at 0500 (Musco)
1360 WRDC Hartford Conn S/On daily at 0500 (Musco)
1380 WPSJ Bath N Y R/S is 0630 till 445 PM (H. Campbell-Penn)
1400 KJQJ Flagstaff Ariz Off MM (Colthurst)
1450 KPAL Palm Springs, Calif S/Off 0405 (Colthurst)
1440 WYBE Atlanta Ga. S/On 0400 Daily (Musco)
1510 KMER Denver-Littleton Col. S/Off MM 0155 Ev.
1530 KGIN Georgetown Tex. hrd on EFs 128 from 0215-0300; No CP here F/Cs pr list. 1ST SAT WAAP-1350 0100-0115 T; KJEF-1290 0115-0130 T; KVFH-1550 0100-0115 Not 0115-0130;

Well that brings us up to date as everything on Evs stencils that took a long time to arrive, has been included. Being the last of the month omitted those daytimers with only sign off times as they will have a change by the time you get this issue, as in Jan they up 15 min I guess.

We have a supply of the NEW NRC slips explaining what DX and the Hobby is. They are 100 for .60¢ postpaid. Being that some postage rates will be raised as of Jan 7 1963, this means that our mailing of either 100 Rpt Forms or 100 Ltr Heads will cost the club an additional .07¢, thus beginning January 7 1963, the price of Letter Heads and Reports forms will be increased .05¢ per 100. The club will absorb the other .02¢ thus taking up the additional .07¢. Thanks for all Xmas Cards sent to the Edges and from all of us to all of you a Very Happy-Healthy New Year
EDITED BY PETER V. TAYLOR, 1906 SANTIAGO STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 16, CALIFORNIA, USA.

Not an overwhelming amount of DX this week but think we have enough material to fill a couple of pages. Hope you all had a lovely Christmas! Meanwhile, at the dial...
INTERNATIONAL PAGE 2  DATE: DECEMBER 22, 1962

955 MYSTERY. RF5, YOUR UNH ON DX NEWS HERE MAY BE HO333 DAVID, PANAMA WHICH WAS HERE LAST YEAR AND WHICH SEEMS TO BE AN ONCE OR TWICE A WINTER (SRM)

960 ZFB1 Pembroke West, BERMUDA. Heard 12/1 0430-0500 fairly good to good (HH); v/l in a week. V/s N. Sheppard, CM. QRA "Radio 960" Berkeley Road, Pembroke West, BERMUDA, AN starting 11/19, after their move from 910 (ERC)

1035 +HLKU Pusan, SOUTH KOREA weak 0945-0955 12/11; THIS IS LATER THAN WHR LIST AS ON THE AIR, BUT THIS IS ONLY ORIENTAL KNOWN TO BE ON THIS SPLIT FREQUENCY (RM) (They didn't QSL for me last year Roy, Goodluck--PVT)

1040 +JOHr Sapporo, JAPAN FAIR TO 1000 12/15, GIVING CALL TWICE, APPARENTLY 6/0/4.

1055 Radio Peking, CHINA STRONG WITH FOREIGN SERVICE 1D SIGNAL (as per WHR) AT 0900 12/15, FIRST TIME THIS IS HEARD ON BCB (RM)

1065 TIRANA, ALBANIA. THINK THIS IS WHAT I HAD UNDER WBAI 12/15 WITH ARABIC-SOUNDING MUSIC 1900-1945. ONE 1D SOUNDS DEFINITELY LIKE "Radio Tirana" but would appreciate help of a more experienced DXer. Have half-hour tape of reception which I will send to anyone who can definitely ID it (SRM)

1114 UNK SS, WHO IS THE WEAK LA HERE? (RMH) (SEE LAST WEEK FOR A POSSIBILITY--PVT)

1115 OPS Radio Berlin International is still using this frequency (LR)

1210 +HU- COLOMBIA, UNK. Heard here AM 12/17 with s/off 0306, unid. S=-5, who? (ERC) Unknown SS on all AM 12/17, who? (CHF) (Nothing here--PVT)

1220 XEB MEXICO, D.F. MEXICO ON LATE 12/17. ANNOUNCED XEB, XEGR, XEDF AND SLOGAN OF XEPRM SO WHOLE NETWORK ON AN (TIL CHRISTMAS?) CHF (NOTED 12/24 ALSO--PVT)

1250 FAR EAST SERVICE, Radio Moscow (Location unknown). NOTED WITH Radio Moscow 0629 12/16, smooth QRM, again 0800 but weaker (RMH)

1300 +XEDK Guadalajara, JAL. MEXICO 8/0 12/16 0600 atop all; clear call, easy (RM)

1320 KNDI Honolulu, HAWAII Heard for the first time 12/10 with "good music" and announcements. I heard many calls as "Candy" Radio and time given frequently. Signal ran S5-7 R2-5 until WKYR 8/0 0455 (DBS)

1330 +MYSTERY SS, NOTED HERE 0255 12/17, who? (ERC)

1350 XEAI Mexico City, D.F. MEXICO HEARD ON 12/10 0305. WHAT IS CORRECT POWER HERE? WHR SAYS 1/0 5SK (DBS)

1355 4WW Port-au-Prince, HAITI can be logged in NEW YORK CITY even while WPON-1330 IS ON, AROUND 1900-1930; 4W IS FF (ERC)

1370 JOKO Kitami, JAPAN QSL RECEIVED FROM NHK TOKYO FOR 12/10 RECEPTION (PVT)

1385 +KAUNAS, LITH. S.e.r, PULLED IN WITH SURPRISING SHARPNESS AND 5B-9 SIGNALS FOR ALMOST 10 MINUTES 12/19 0022-0030, FAST FADEOUT (BD)

1394 +SS SPAIN, Spanish station which signed on 0130 12/13 IS BELIEVED TO BE Radio ALMERIA, ALMERIA. PLAYED JAZZ UP TO FADEOUT 0200 (BD)

1395 HGVE4 ESMERALDAS, ECUADOR. TOUGH TO GET A VERIE FROM. HAS BEEN REPORTED FROM NZ FOR SOME YEARS, BUT THE BOYS NEVER GET VERIES. I was probably the first to report them from Sweden last season, but my letter with tape and souvenirs seemingly was stolen in transit. Instead, 3 other DXers have gotten VERIE LETTERS AND CIGARS! My FOLLOW-UPS HAVE NOT BEEN VERIFIED ALTHOUGH I HAVE TRIED FIVE TIMES USING ALL KNOWN TRICKS (LR) (HH)

1420 +EUC Ponce, PUERTO RICO good at 8/0 0338 12/17. IN CLEAR TIL WGSN 8/0 0429 (BD)

1460 XEYC Ciudad Juarez, MEXICO, S=9 WITH DX ON 12/17 0305-0335 (BD); MADE IT FAIRLY WELL ON DX 0319-0354 12/17 (HH); FAIR SIGNAL 0300 AND ON 12/17 (SRM); EASY LOG ON DX TEST 12/17 (RMH); IN VERY WELL ON DX (CHF). (Fodey--PVT)

1493 ABIDJAN, IVORY COAST VERIE CARDC RECEIVED FOR 9/18 LOGGING, COUNTRY #62 FOR ME AND AFRICA #6 (BD)

1516-17 +MYSTERY, SS. MANY ANNOUNCEMENTS TO 0230 S/OFF 12/17, WHO? S/OFF WITH "Tipi Tin" and weak on VOICE (SRM)

1533 HUFB Bogota, COLOMBIA NOTED AN 12/17 "La Voz de La Sabana" (SRM)

1538 +COLOGNE, WEST GERMANY Deutschundpfunk has new XR here, 12/1 (RSDBX)

1545 MYSTERY. Still no solution to my 12/1-2 CRICKET MATCHES HERE. Radio Monserrat sent nice letter saying they were not the one I heard; they think it may (think that is) have been one of the Windward Island relays. Monserrat is strictly 1550 and usual sked is 1900-2100 only. Says they are considering MOVE TO 845KC AND WILL ADVISE ME WHEN TEST GET UNDERWAY (BD)

THIS COVER ALL THE REPORTS RECEIVED HERE THROUGH MONDAY 12/24/62. I HOPE NO ONE'S REINDEER KNOCK OVER ANY OF YOUR ANTENNAS...
I would assume that the call letters HIUA on 860-1270-1310-1370-1390 would indicate that it is a network. All the above are operational according to source.

Germany, West---Sender Fries Berlin on 560kc very strong AM and PM in Norway so would assume new 100kw XR operational (RSDBX).

Hawaii---Partial Hawaiian schedules: KMVI-550 off 0400 seven days; KORL-650 NWP, but they do close erratically every two weeks Monday or Tuesday for 3 hrs. of maintenance; KAHL-940 off 0400 Mon-Sat and 0430 Sun.; KTRG-990 24 hours, off Mondays at 0400; KIPA-1110 off 0500 seven days; KOHO-1170 off 0400 seven days; KPOI-1330 NWP.

Mexico---A few items from south of the border: (NARBA lists):
SCHEDULED TO GO INTO OPERATION March 1963 (LR)

POiLAND—CRACoW AND RZESAW ARE NOW ON 1205 KC AND THE POLISH INTERNATIONAL SERVICE IS ON 1502 KC. THE 1205 KC XR'S DID CARRY MULTI-LANGUAGE PROGRAMS (RSDXB) (THIS MAY BE WHAT SOME OF YOU ARE HEARING AS "VQA-TYPE" PROGRAMMING—PVT)

AT SEA—Radio Antwerp (1492) IS CURRENTLY OFF THE AIR DUE TO A HEAVY STORM EARLY IN THE WEEK OF 12/17 THAT PROBABLY DESTROYED THEIR ANTENNA. THE SHIP RAN AGROUND AND WAS STRANDED, BUT LUCKILY ENOUGH FOR THEM, IT WAS ON DUTCH TERRITORY. I HAVE RECEIVED A JERE LETTER AND PP CARD RETURNED FROM THEM (LR)

SPAIN—Radio Bilbao (1133)75kw, Apartado 1117, Bilbao, will resume the popular program "AQUI BILBAO" about 1/2/63 but IT WILL BE DIVIDED INTO TWO WEEKLY TRANSMISSIONS. One called "Music from Spain" will be narrated in English; the other will be a Mailbag Program in several languages. Times will be 1830-1900 to avoid Zagreb and will be on Wed., Fri., or Sun., they haven't decided yet. (RSDXB)

SWEDEN—LATEST LIST OF SWEDISH TRANSMITTERS ON THE BCS:

971 1 Sundsvall 150kw 1223 1 Falun 100kw
719 1 Orustersberg 150kw 1394 2 19 SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMITTERS FOR 3.050 KW
773 1 Stockholm 150kw 1448 12 SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMITTERS FOR 18.950 KW
1 1 Malmsgeko2 1529 1 Porjus, .075kw
980 1 Goteborg 150kw 1562 14 SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMITTERS FOR 18.560 KW
1178 1 Hordby 100kw 1594 2 7 SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMITTERS FOR 1.025 KW

TUNISIA—GOOD CHANCE FOR SOME OF YOU WITH DETECTIVE EQUIPMENT HERE. TUNIS-962 WILL HAVE AN ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM 1700-1800 STARTING 1-1-63 (RSDXB)

VENezuela—HUJAK Barranquilla "LA VOZ DE LA PATRIA" IS NOW ON 1320 KC AND HEARD IN SWEDEN AT 2200 (RSDXB)

CREDITS: (BO) Ben Dangerfield, 202 Governors Lane, Sprout Estates, Chester, Pa.; (HH) Hank Holbrook, 4710 Edgewood Lane #206, Bethesda 14, Md.; (LR) LARS Ryden, SMEDVAGEN 12, KALLHALL, Sweden; (ER) Ernest R. Cooper, 438 E. 21 Street, Brooklyn 26, N.Y.; (SFM) Stan Morris, Bradford, Mass.; (RSDXB) Radio Sweden DX Bulletin, Stockholm (A new, speedy and really welcome addition to our DX Data); (SAM) Sam A. McLaughlan, Box 96, Gatineau, Quebec; (RM) Roy H. Millar, Box 702, Everett, Wash.; (DSB) David S. Burns, Box 57, No. Eastham, Mass.; (CHP) Clarence H. Freeman, Box 12, Bushong, California.

May have a different print style next week as the machine here is experiencing difficulties. Must be my tender loving touch each week! Bob Pietisch dropped over last week and hopes to get some DX done over vacation from the University of California. Don Martinetz work schedule is currently precluding DX.

Well, let's see, thirteen lines to go...hmm...well, wish to thank all of you for your Christmas cards, incidentally. KML-1500 Honolulu had been heard testing in Hawaii so some of you may be able to bag them; KXXR is a little too much for me here, and KSTP on Mondays isn't much help. Really amazed with the speed some of the verities have been returning with — 260 weeks, KJOK 2Kw, KSWF R nays and WRSJ 1 week. Hope this is a trend, hi! Also noted here 12/24 XEQ-940 XEB-1220 XERW-660 AN and parallel with a lot of popular U.S. music; assume XEDF-970 on too but can't read that one here.

Last two Mondays have been relatively unproductive with much noise.

I have very much appreciated your support for the past three months of 1962 and hope you will continue to do so...that is, to support the column. Am working on a few ideas to get some of the material here more quickly so that the data of our members in Sweden, New Zealand, and England is more readily usable. So...until next week.